Public safety agencies are constantly working to enhance community engagement efforts. Luckily, citizens are willing to help, with 95% wanting to play a greater role in community policing. However, 91% of citizens expect police to provide new ways to connect.¹ In the mobile-first environment we live in, agencies must meet the public where they are comfortable to be accessible and effectively build trust.

Law enforcement wins when they can establish effective two-way communication with the community - communication that fosters trust and jumpstarts new relationships. Technology can help. By using digital tools that share and collect valuable knowledge, you bring your agency closer to the public and begin building invaluable partnership.


DATA SHEET | COMMANDCENTRAL COMMUNITY

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS
MAKE COMMUNITY YOUR MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE.

CommandCentral Community combines a full suite of capabilities into one, extensive community engagement solution. Begin to foster a more transparent and accessible relationship with the public you serve through collaborative applications that inspire partnership and empower community members to help shape public safety and improve quality of life. The best part is the community can easily connect through a single online touchpoint, unique to your agency at cityprotect.com, to build engagement and connect the public with public safety.

KEY FEATURES:

One-Stop Citizen Experience:
Empower your population to be public safety partners through a single, simple touchpoint for non-emergency public safety interactions at cityprotect.com.

Anonymous Tipping:
Promote open and efficient communication between yourself and your community with purpose-built tipping tools that include an easy online tip form and intuitive, integrated tip management.

Public Crime Map:
Establish transparency and foster awareness with automated mapping of sanitized incident data for the public, with intuitive exploration and frequent data updates.

Online Police Reporting:
Reduce 9-1-1 calls with self-service tools for non-emergency incidents. The public can easily file necessary police reports with simple and customizable web forms.

Digital Evidence:
 Seamlessly and securely collect and transfer digital media from the public to CommandCentral Vault to effectively manage your agency’s influx of digital evidence.

Camera Registration:
Deter and solve crime quickly with public registration of residential and commercial security camera locations so law enforcement can more quickly track down valuable evidence.

Agency Customization:
Create more authentic connections and extend your agency’s digital presence with a customizable cityprotect.com agency page for easy editing and social media feed integration.

THE COMMANDCENTRAL PLATFORM

CommandCentral Community is your path toward maximizing the value of your community relationships. But, it’s also a part of something more. Our CommandCentral software platform unifies big data and streamlines workflows from call to case closure. With a full suite of public safety applications - including CommandCentral Community - you can put your information to better use, improve safety for critical personnel, and help keep your focus on the communities you serve.

Learn more at www.motorolasolutions.com/community-engagement